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ITA is the Government agency that supports the globalisation of Italian firms, under 

the Ministry of Economic Development’s strategies. ITA helps to develop, facilitate 

and promote Italian economic and trade relations with foreign countries, focusing 

on the needs of SME, their associations and partnerships. ITA sustains Italian 

firms in their internationalisation processes and promotes the marketing of Italian 

goods and services, Italian investments, as well as the image of “Made in Italy” 

products worldwide. ITA provides information, support and consultancy to Italian 

companies on foreign markets, promoting and fostering export and cooperation 

in all areas - industry, agricultural and agri-food, services, etc. - with the target of 

increasing their presence and making it more effective on international markets.  

ITA  works closely with the Italian Regions, the network of the Italian Chambers of 

Commerce, business organisations and other public and private entities.

ITA  headquarters are in Rome, with a large network of offices around the world 

and acts as “Trade Promotion Sections” of the Italian Embassies or Consulates.

ABOUT ITA

ITA London

Sackville House

40 Piccadilly

London, W1J 0DR 

T. 020 7292 3910

www.ice.gov.it

londra@ice.it

@italondon_

@ITALondonOffice

@ITALondon_

Italian Trade Agency - London Office
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Steroglass is a company operating on a global level in the chemical, biotechnological 

and pharmaceutical fields. Headquartered in Perugia and fully owned by Stefano 

and Roberto Falocci. 

It all began more than 50 years ago. Mr. Luigi Falocci, the founder and manager of 

the company, a very resourceful man, created unique hand-blown products used 

since the early 60’s by the most renowned Italian chemists. 

The Falocci family has always strived to achieve remarkable goals by designing 

and manufacturing borosilicate glass lab equipment, industrial plants for chemical 

and pharmaceutical purposes as well as electrical instruments with high-tech 

mechanical components and related software. 

BLUESIDE EMOTIONAL 
DESIGN

Steroglass SRL

Strada Romano di Sopra, 2C

06132, San Martino in Campo (PG)

T. 0039 075606091 

Contact: Edoardo Tintori

www.steroglass.it

info@steroglass.it

blueside_emotional_design

@bluesideemotionaldesign

Glasses
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The firm is directed by Natalia and Daria Dolfi who create high quality original pieces, 

always animated by the constant desire for novelty. Since 1994 ND Dolfi’s 100% 

artisanal handmade production is designed to be a combination of shapes and 

colours that revisits traditional decoration on the needs of contemporary tastes, 

leading to ceramics that are appreciated and successfully presented by numerous 

high-end showrooms all over the world.

 

CERAMICA ND DOLFI

Ceramica ND Dolfi

Via Deruta nc Montelupo F.no

50056, Firenze (FI)

T. 0039 0571541204 

Contact: Daria Dolfi

www.nddolfi.it

info@nddolfi.it

nddolfi

@nddolfi

ND Dolfi

Home decoration, lamps, vases, tiles and spheres
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ES studio is an atelier of eco-sustainable fabrics known for its original prints, bright 

colours, and an modern twist to the depiction of the Mediterranean sea. It was 

created in 2011 from the vision of Elena Scarlata, artist and designer. Elena, after 

studying graphic design at the London College of Art and working for prestigious 

British and American multinationals in the fashion and decoration sector, moved to 

Sicily where she created her studio atelier where she also lives and works. ES Studio 

products are distinguished by the recovery of an ancient Sicilian printing technique 

and by the design of patterns inspired by the history of the Mediterranean sea. It 

also makes use of an innovative eco-friendly anti-stain material, without PVC and 

chemical additives, useful for indoor and outdoor decoration, which stands out 

for quality and durability. Additional materials include the use of fine hemp and 

linen, natural dyes and water-based eco-friendly colours. With its distinctive and 

functional design, ES Studio, designs carefully follows every step from design to 

print, to the finished product. 

ELENA SCARLATA STUDIO

Elena Scarlata Studio

Via Pietretagliate, 127

91100, Trapani (TP)

T. 0039 3451552171 

Contact: Elena Scarlata

www.elenascarlata.com

info@elenascarlata.com

elena_scarlata_design

@ElenaScarlataDesign

ES_Design

ELENA SCARLATA
STUDIO

Home linens and cushions
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“My idea is to raise clay towards the sky, transferring a feminine almost spiritual 

touch of lightness into the material, favouring the shape over the following 

colour…” Each piece of the EVA MUN collection responds to a need that the artist-

designer feels as a fundamental aspect at the core of her ongoing research -how 

to bring a touch of “lightness” into a material with intrinsically heavy and concrete 

characteristics. She gives life to her ceramic creations making purposely use of 

ferrous clay, which can be found commonly throughout the Tuscan territory and has 

long been used to create ceramic artefacts since ancient times.

EVA MUN

Eva Munarin

Piazza B. Scala, 8

53034, Colle di Val d’Elsa (SI) 

T. 0039 3393600116

Contact: Eva Munarin

www.evamun.design

info@evamun.design

evamun.design

@evamundesign

@evamundesign

Vases, cachepots, fruit stands and centrepieces
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Fiorella Caroni has worked in the artistic field for over 30 years. Ceramic is the 

material with which she best expresses herself. The craft workshop was founded 

in 1992 in Genzano di Roma. Raku pottery and sealed earth are the preferred 

processes that allow greater artistic expression.

In 2011 she met chef Antony Genovese and she approached the world of 

restaurants - her creativity combined with the creativity of chefs gives life to unique 

and particular objects where colours and shapes enhance the colours and flavours 

of the great Kitchen. Then the workshop specializes in micro customized products 

in stoneware.

FIORELLA CARONI 
CERAMICHE

FC Ceramiche

Via delle Albicocche, 11

00072, Ariccia (RM)

T. 0039 3471469096

Contact: Fiorella Caroni 

www.fiorellaceramics.com

fiorellacaroni857@gmail.com

fiorellaceramic

Bowls, plates, tableware, flower vases
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The quality and the history of craftmanship, the exclusivity of human touch and the 

creativity of design.

Hands on Design is a brand based in Milan. Founded in 2015 by the two designers 

Kaori Shiina and Riccardo Nardi, HoD roduces and sells decorative objects, 

tableware and interior accessories, manufactured by high-level artisans, mainly 

from Italy and Japan, and designed by international designers.

The company has a unique approach of bringing together two incredibly rich craft 

traditions, giving them new life thanks to the creativity and communicative strenght 

given by design. Fostering this synergy lead to the creation of exclusive products 

that enrich daily lives through their sensorial and enchanting beauty.

HANDS ON DESIGN

Hands on Design

Via Gioacchino Rossini, 3

20122, Milano (MI)

T. 0039 02 48678246  

Contact: Carlo Sabatucci

www.handsondesign.it

info@handsondesign.it

hands_on_design

@HandsOnDesignMilano

hands_on_design

Decorative objects, tableware, interior accessories
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Antica Deruta is a leading company in the production of artistic ceramics, 

completely hand-decorated according to the centuries- old tradition of Deruta. 

The production of Antica Deruta consists of a wide range of products, designed 

for interior decoration and also for gardens and patios. Furnishing accessories, 

tableware, solid wood furniture with ceramic inserts, custom-made kitchens, 

flooring and wall coverings, tables and garden furniture. Antica Deruta collaborates 

with internationally renowned artists and designers creating collections in limited 

editions. For decades, Antica Deruta has participated in the most important 

trade fairs in the world, where it meets buyers, designers, architects and industry 

professionals. Antica Deruta has its own design and interior design studio, where 

customized solutions are developed upon customer request.

L'ANTICA DERUTA

L’ Antica Deruta

SS E 45. KM 73.800

06053, Deruta (PG)

T. 0039 0759 711171

Contact: Giorgio Moretti

www.anticaderuta.com

giorgiomoretti@anticaderuta.com

@lanticaderutaceramicheartistiche

Ceramic, tiles, tables, panels
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Made a Mano Italy stands out for its great ability to mix cultures, techniques and 

to process both ceramics and lava stone. The company was founded in 2001, 

in Caltagirone, Sicily, about 60 km from Mount Etna and benefits from over 40 

years experience, research and passion of its founder Rosario Parrinello. Made a 

Mano Italy is the only design and manufacturing company which has been able to 

collaborate with major projects in Italy and abroad.

The company is currently working in several capital cities in Europe and outside 

Europe, being able to fulfil project and design needs of the various global markets.

MADE A MANO

Made a Mano

Via Modica Manfredi, 4/C

95041, Caltagirone (CT)  

T. 0039 0933 58189

Contact: Rosario Parrinello

www.madeamano.it

info@madeamano.it

madeamano

@madeamanoitaly

madeamano

Cotto and stone tiles
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Mepra, created in 1947 by the Prandelli’s brothers, was the first factory to produce 

18/10 stainless steel flatware in Lumezzane. Throughout the new generations, the 

Prandelli’s family has been actively engaged in pursuing this passion: our creations 

are found on the tables of the most prestigious restaurants, hotels and homes in 

the world.

MEPRA

Mepra S.P.A.

Via Montini, 176

25065, Lumezzane (BS)

T. 0039 0308921441

www.mepra.it

mepra@mepra.it

@mepraspa

@MepraShop

Cutlery, tableware, cooking tools
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The Locchi workshop produces glass and crystal objects for the table and home 

decoration. Here everything is forged by making use of ancient blowing techniques 

and finished by careful grinding and engraving processes, rigorously executed by 

hand. Our crystal objects, signed one by one, are now found both in prestigious 

modern residences and in ancient palaces and are dedicated to those who – in Italy 

and abroad – love true craftsmanship, which has always distinguished anything 

made in Italy.

The workshop is also known for the accuracy of its restorations on precious glass 

and crystal objects, which are requested by customers all over the world.

MOLERIA LOCCHI

Moleria Locchi

Via Domenico Burchiello, 10

50124 Firenze (FI)

T. 0039 0552298371

Contact: Matteo Locchi

www.locchi.com 

laboratorio@locchi.com

molerialocchi

@molerialocchi

Firenze

Locchi
Laboratorio di Moleria su Vetro e Cristallo

Paola Locchi

50124 Firenze
Via D. Burchiello, 10

Tel 055 2298371
Fax 055 229416

E-mail: laboratorio@locchi.com - www.locchi.com

Locchi
Laboratorio di Moleria su Vetro e Cristallo

Paola Locchi

50124 Firenze
Via D. Burchiello, 10

Tel 055 2298371
Fax 055 229416

E-mail: laboratorio@locchi.com - www.locchi.com

Locchi
Laboratorio di Moleria su Vetro e Cristallo

Paola Locchi

50124 Firenze
Via D. Burchiello, 10

Tel 055 2298371
Fax 055 229416

E-mail: laboratorio@locchi.com - www.locchi.com

Glasses, bottles, vases, plates and more
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Potomak is a workshop in Northern Italy, established in 1982, where all the porcelain 

shown is designed and made . Everything is handmade from Donatella and Mauro 

as a result of an in-depth research on shapes and colours on porcelain that allows 

them to always create new collections of table sets, vases, gifts and special items 

on request.

POTOMAK STUDIO

Potomak Studio Contemporary Hand 

Made porcelain

Viale Venezia, 5/C 

38057, Pergine Valsugana (TN)

T. 0039 0461511566

Contact: Donatella Parotto

www.potomak.it

potomak@teletu.it

Bowls, plates, tableware
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San Lorenzo was founded in Milan in 1970 with the aim of renewing the expressive 

language of silverware following the principles of Design. Since its foundation 

has distinguished itself for its innovative design projects applied to the widest 

possible range of silver- working techniques. Drawing upon ancient tradition and 

collaborating with internationally famous designer and architects, San Lorenzo 

gets to produce a body of work deeply responsive to contemporary demands and 

proving the silver’s excellence over areas already known till the new collection of 

cooking utensils.

SAN LORENZO SILVER

San Lorenzo Silver

Via Privata Paolo Cezanne, 3 

20143, Milano (MI)

T. 0039 02796438

Contact: Giovanna Cacchione

www.sanlorenzosilver.it

info@sanlorenzosilver.it

@sanlorenzosilver

Silverware, tableware, jewelry, cooking tools
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Architect since 2006, specialization in industrial design and master in graphics in 

2008, in 2009 she opened his own architectural design studio and laboratory of 

sustainable experimental self-productions. 

Winner of several international contests since 2010, she participates in multiple 

events and collectives, as well as at the most important national and international 

fairs in the field of design, research and experimentation.

The artist’s philosopy is to bring femininity and decorum to the male universe par

excellence: the world of cement.

SANDRA FAGGIANO 
ARCHITETTO

Architetto Sandra Faggiano

Via Piomba, 21

65128, Pescara (PE)

T. 0039 3298675652

Contact: Sandra Faggiano

www.sandrafaggiano.com

sandrafaggiano@yahoo.it

sandrafaggiano

@sandrafaggiannoarchitetto

Experimental creations
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VERO LAB

BONUS

10 €
SUBITO
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200 € +
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⋆ Hellen va… Re: Hello Again!. 02 nov 15:17

⋆ COOP lo… Puoi ritirare il tuo buono COOP …. 02 nov 14:12
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R: Logo

/
* + 1 allegato Vista Apri nel browser Salva in Drive

⋆0 giuseppe <g.marchi@vvolant.it> (g.marchi@vvolant.it)
11:55

A  vero.fiore@inwind.it  
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|
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Pagina 1 di 1

Glasses, flower vases, cups, bowls, jugs, plates

Vero is a small Italian craft workshop based in Trento, in the North of Italy. The 

project was born four years ago and grows every day with experimentation and 

experience.The material most loved by VERO (the name comes from the union 

between Veronica and Piero) is porcelain. The objects are completely handcrafted, 

therefore imperfect but perhaps also for this reason, fascinating. The design is 

linear and functional.

Vero Lab & Shop by Veronica Vianini

Vicolo di Santa Maria Maddalena 1/2, 

38122, Trento (TN)

T. 0039 0461262368

Contact: Veronica Vianini

vero.fiore@inwind.it

VERO lab&shop

@VEROlab&shop
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Murano Design was established by some young glass-masters with a twenty- year 

experience in glassblowing craft in different furnaces in Murano, the symbol of 

glass manufacturing art in the world.

The masters produce artistic glassware of unique shapes and colours, made with 

different techniques such as incalmo, filigree and murrina, both in classic Venetian 

style and personal design. Our brand guarantees the high quality and the originality 

of our handmade products.

VETRERIA MURANO 
DESIGN

Vetreria Murano SNC

Via Pionche, 4/2 

30030, Pianiga (VE)

T. 0039 041 411616

Contact: Filippo Maso

www.vetreriamuranodesign.com

info@vetreriamuranodesign.com

vetreriamuranodesign

@vetreriamuranodesign

Murano esign, artistic glass manufacturer
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